
 

 

 

Forgiveness of our Sins 

By Estelle Roberts 2015 

 

I know that a lot of people who go to church think that “I have done my bit now and 

therefore I can carry on living exactly the way I was before.” But it’s true is it not? I'm 

not saying that occurs on all occasions. I'm just saying that that is the opinion of the 

vast majority. You feel once you have been to church you have done your bit for God 

and therefore you can go away and live your life as you were before. And what's even 

worse is when you attend the Roman Catholic Church, because there you can sin all 

you like because on the Sunday you go to confession and all is forgiven! 

What an astounding perception of how the Great Spirit and our life works! How can you 

go and commit sins all week and have your sins removed by an individual saying a few 

words on your behalf? Because you haven't done anything yourself have you? You 

haven't changed the way you’ve thought. You haven't changed the way you behave. 

Somebody else has given you three Hail Mary’s, repeat the rosary and all your sins are 

forgotten! What a lot of nonsense! It is people trying to find an easy out is it not? 

(All) Yes. 

Because “I can do what I like because on Sunday all my sins will be forgiven and I will 

then be capable of going to Heaven because I am truly a good person because I have 

been to church”. What a lot of nonsense!  

You have to change the way you behave. Nobody, not even the Great Spirit himself, is 

in a position where he or anyone else in the heavenly host can wave their hand and 

remove all the sins within you. Nobody is in that unique position. We all have to do it 

for ourselves. We all have to learn how to live in love, how to control our temper, how 

to forgive the misdeeds of others. Nobody can do that for us. We have to cleanse our 

inner being ourselves. 

It would be nice if you could just pay somebody to dispose of it all wouldn't it? Take it 

down to the garbage tip and put it with all the other sins, but when you consider it that's 

what they're doing isn't it? They say “I have all this rubbish. I'm going to go confession 

and all that rubbish will be thrown away on the tip. I don't have to do anything myself. I 

don't have to change the way I behave. I don't have to change the way I think.”  

 

 



 

 

Well I'm sorry but life is not destined to ever be in that situation. We all have to think 

what we do to ourselves. What we do to our fellow man and, obviously, I mean fellow 

ladies as well. Because if we cleanse ourselves, if we change the way we think, if we 

increase the love which we have for mankind, then we take a big step forward. We take 

a step forward to returning to the wondrous state we were in before we wandered off 

the straight and narrow.  

How often have I heard on the Earth Plane “It’s all too difficult? I can't do that. I can't 

stop the anger which generates within my soul. I can't stop the way I behave.” I'm sorry, 

when those comments are made all you are doing is making excuses because each 

and every one of us, every single one of us, were in a state of purity which we are 

trying to re-attain. We were all there! We all had that level of purity within our being. So 

don't make the excuse that you can't do it because you jolly well can because if it was 

part of your being previously, it can be part of your being in the future. It should be part 

of your being now, but we have to be realistic don't we, because if it was part of our 

being now we wouldn't be on the jolly Earth Plane would we? We would be elsewhere.  

So I don't want to hear any of our friends say that it is outside their capacity and outside 

their ability because it isn't. But don't ever make excuses for the way you are. Accept 

the fact that we all have negativity within our being. Accept it. So we all need to accept 

the fact that we are imperfect. We all need to accept the fact that we require to purify 

our being and therefore we all have to accept the fact that we have to change the way 

we behave and the way we think and the way we respond to our fellow human beings.  

Because if you do change the way you think, if you do change the way you behave, 

then you won't have to jolly well come back to the Earth Plane! Now wouldn't that be a 

wonderful thing! No more suffering! No more physical suffering! I will rephrase that 

because even in the Summerland you have suffering but it’s emotional suffering which 

can be far worse than physical can't it?  

Yes. 

But to have reached the point where you have no necessity to return to the Earth 

Plane…now that's a goal that we should all try to aspire to isn't it? Because then we 

would have crossed the first hurdle. When do you cross that hurdle you might ask 

yourself? Have you ever thought about it? How much you have to progress before you 

have no necessity to return to the Earth Plane?  

Well I will tell you. When you visit the 4th plane and above, then and only then, will you 

have no requirement to return to the Earth Plane unless it is for a specific purpose. 

Because obviously there are a lot of people on the Earth Plane who originated from 

those spheres and they come to the Earth Plane for a specific purpose.  

I use the example of the Nazarene, Prince Siddhartha and many others. They have 

obviously had no requirement to visit the Earth Plane, the only requirement which 

makes it possible for them to return is so that they can spread their love and show by 

example on how your being should be. And if they can suffer all the atrocities which 

occurred during their lives and do it with love in their heart, without any animosity to 

their fellow man, then we can all do it can't we?  



 

 

All we have got to do is get rid of that little bit of grey matter in our auras which is the 

negativity which we have contributed. Not contributed, because it is our total 

responsibility. If you say it is a contributory factor it means that other people could have 

put it in there isn't it? But nobody put the negativity in your being. Nobody put the 

negativity in your aura. Nobody allowed your being to disintegrate to the point where 

you have anger and hostility within your being. Nobody did. We did it all ourselves. We 

are a silly old lot aren't we? But we did. And because we did it ourselves we have the 

responsibility to remove it. It seems fair doesn't it? After all why should we ask 

somebody else to take something away which we put there? We all like to try and 

blame other people though don't we? We get angry because so and so said or did such 

and such. And what are we trying to do really? All we are doing is trying to justify our 

actions and in reality there is no justification.  

I think I'll get off my pulpit now. I was going to say my soapbox but that's not very 

ladylike is it? Maurice used to do that you know. He used to stand on a soapbox in 

Speakers’ Corner. And he stood up there so as he could be above everyone, because 

you need to do that to stand out from the crowd. But always remember, try and stand 

out from the crowd because of the goodness within you, not the negativity.  

And on that last statement I will say goodbye my friends and may my love and the love 

of the Great Spirit be with us all. 
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